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In Search of Sherlock Holmes: The Life of a Country Squire

In the short story “The Adventure of the Greek Interpreter,” Sherlock
Holmes tells Dr. Watson that his ancestors were “country squires.”
And other than that bit of information, along with the note that his
grandmother was the sister of the French portraitist Vernet, Doyle
provided little with respect to his most famous character’s origins.
Knowing his father might have been country squire as well, however, provides insights
into Holmes’ social level and certain expectations common to those of his rank. A country
squire would have owned enough land to rent to tenants and have lived in a manor house.
While the squire’s position was below a nobleman or large landowner,1 he still ranked
high in the local social structure.

In addition to running his estate and ensuring the welfare of those under his tenancy, the coun-
try squire also held the position of Justice of the Peace. In this capacity, the squire had both
civil and legal duties. Within the local government, the justices supervised parish (or county)
officials, in particular those in charge of the maintenance of roads and bridges and the enforce-
ment of the Poor Laws. 2 As a legal position, Justices of the Peace served as magistrates during
the Quarter Sessions, where they and a jury heard and decided on serious crimes such as theft,
highway robbery, assault, burglary, rioting, drunkenness, profane swearing, and a variety of
crimesagainst property (poaching, cutting estate timber and the like. Between these sessions,
the justices would hold petty sessions where the least serious crimes were reviewed and deci-
sions made without a jury.3

Because the English system did not include a prosecutor for
almost all crimes, the preparation of a case rested with the
constable, from collecting evidence to presenting it at trial.
Justices of the peace supervised and worked closely with the
village constable, issued warrants, and determined whether to
move a case to trial and to which court.4

As a member of the gentry, Sherlock Holmes would have been in a position of privilege. If his
father was a Justice of the Peace, he would have developed a familiarity with the criminal jus-
tice system and the law. For the consulting detective, the foundation for investigating and
solving crimes would have come naturally to a descendant of country squires.

1 Daniel Pool, What Jane Austen Ate and Charles Dickens Knew (New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc ., 1993), 46.
2 Sally Mitchell, Daily Life in Victorian England (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1996), 90.
3 “Victorian Crime and Punishment,” accessed February 16, 2015. http://vcp.e2bn.org/
4 J.J. Tobias, Crime and Police in England: 1700-1900 (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1979), 125.



Sherlock Holmes’ French Connection

In The Greek Interpreter, Sherlock Holmes gives two clues of his past. In
addition to noting his ancestors were country squires, he also shares that art
was in his blood, given his grandmother was the sister of Vernet, the French
artist.

Some speculation exists as to which Vernet. Three generations of Vernets
garnered patronage from both the French monarchy and Napoleon: Claude-

Joseph Vernet (1714 – 1789); Antoine Charles Horace Vernet, known as Carle Vernet (1758 – 1836); and
Émile Jean-Horace Vernet, known as Horace Vernet (1789 – 1863)1. Simple mathematics suggests the
most logical choice would be the youngest Vernet. For Sherlock and Mycroft’s mother to be between
twenty and twenty-five at marriage, she would have to have been born between 1821-1826. Taking
another twenty to twenty-five years or so for Sherlock’s grandmother to be born, means a birth date of
about 1795 - 1800 or earlier, clearly putting her as a contemporary of Horace.

In reality, Horace Vernet had one sister: Camille Françoise Joséphine (1788-1858) who married the
French painter Hippolyte Lecomte (1781-1857) and whose son, Charles Emile Hippolyte Lecomte-
Vernet, was also a painter2.

Obviously, Doyle could not have selected a better family than the Vernet dynasty to provide Sherlock his
inherited artistic tendencies. Claude-Joseph was known for his landscapes and seascapes3; Carle for his
realistic horses, based on his own knowledge as an expert horseman4; and
Horace for portraits and realistic battle scenes5. A little research also supplies
some interesting facts for additional color in Sherlock’s “ancestry.” Horace
Vernet was born in the Louvre, and his father, fleeing with his wife and children,
barely escaped being shot during the French Revolution. Horace was also known
for having an incredible memory, able to sketch a scene or face seen only once
with total recall6.

The Vernet family had an English connection as well. Claude-Joseph married an English woman, Virginia
Parker, during his time in Italy, and British visitors on the Grand Tour were his most loyal patrons.7 It
might have this British link that provided the basis for selecting the Vernet family for Sherlock’s artistic
inheritance, but his great-uncle’s ability to remember a location years later seems quite Holmesian as
well.

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claude_Joseph_Vernet
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippolyte_Lecomte
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claude_Joseph_Vernet
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carle_Vernet
5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horace_Vernet
6 David Bartlet, Paris with Pen and Pencil
7 http://www.philamuseum.org/collections/biography/16017.html
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Inheritance and the Fate of Second Sons

The brief review of the fate of Sir Charles’ estate in chapter five of
the Hounds of the Baskervilles provides a short guide to English
inheritance laws applied primarily to the aristocracy and other large
landowners.1 In this chapter, Dr. Mortimer notes that Henry
Baskerville will inherit Baskerville Hall because it is entailed, and
should he pass, the estate would then go to James Desmond, a distant
cousin. Sir Henry, however, could distribute funds associated with
the estate as he desired. The new baronet’s response, however, was
that the majority of the estate needed to be passed to the next in line
to ensure the upkeep of Baskerville Hall.

When Sir Charles died, his title of baronet and all the land associated with it passed on to his closest living
male relation (his nephew Henry) and would have done so regardless of any living female relatives.
Beyond the oldest male descendent, any other children received whatever their father’s will dictated. Thus,
wives, daughters, and “second sons” could find themselves homeless if the inheritor was so inclined to turn
them out (such as the fate of the Dashwood women in Jane Austen’s novel Sense and Sensibility.) With
such future, most women sought as “fortunate” a marriage as possible while younger brothers prepared
themselves to earn their own way, usually in such class-appropriate professions as the clergy or the
military—although a “fortunate” marriage of their own was not out of the question. 2 Some even took to go
abroad such as Sir Henry’s father did to Canada and Rodger Baskerville to Central America.

Given his country squire ancestry, Sherlock Holmes would have been all too aware that, with an older
brother, he could anticipate little inheritance. As a “second son,” he would have to make his own way in
the world, and he carved out his own vocation. Unlike the traditional path, however, he created the unique
profession of consulting detective.

Not only did English inheritance law in the 1800s provide the basis for the motive in many a plot, it also
helped create one of its most intriguing and popular characters.

1 https://americancountess.wordpress.com/2013/03/17/the-entailment-or-how-the-english-aristocracy-perpetuated-
itself-and-why-lady-mary-will-never-the-countess-of-grantham/
2 http://blogs.northcountrypublicradio.org/inbox/tag/inheritance-law/
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Watson, the Victorian Doctor

In A Study in Scarlet, Watson shares that his medical education
included a Doctor of Medicine from the University of London and
additional studies in surgery with the British Army before shipping
off to India. Just as Holmes’ country squire ancestry places him
among the gentry, Watson’s profession and title indicate his standing

as a Victorian gentleman. During this period, physicians could have their wives presented at court,
but a surgeon without a medical degree would not have even been invited to dine with the
Victorian upper classes.1 That Watson completed studies in both medical practices illustrates how
the distinction between the two diminished toward the latter part of the 1800s. Regardless, it is the
“doctor” that puts him in the same class as his flat mate.

Social class also determined whom Victorians would consult in the event of illness. The poorest
would visit an apothecary. In addition to dispensing drugs, often homeopathic in nature, the
precursor of the modern-day pharmacist also provided medical advice, although they were only
allowed to charge for their drugs. For broken bones, illnesses that required bleeding, or even tooth
extractions, surgeons would be called in. Because these men had to touch their patients, they were
considered manual laborers and carried the title of “Mr.” When Holmes refers to “Dr. James
Mortimer” in The Hound of the Baskervilles, the man corrects him, noting he is a “Mister—a
humble M.R.C.S.” The initials refer to his being a member of the Royal College of Surgeons,
created in 1800.2

Until the middle of the nineteenth century, a man with the title “doctor”
was more likely a clergyman with a Doctor of Divinity degree than a
physician, but with medical practitioners’ professionalization and
certification, the title shifted to those who had completed a Bachelor of
Medicine, or “M.B.” Cambridge, Oxford, the University of Edinburgh
(where Doyle attended) and the University of London offered such
studies. As gentlemen, they rarely touched their patients (primarily
from the upper class) beyond checking their pulse. Their practice
consisted primarily of listening to a person’s complaints and then
writing a prescription to be filled by the apothecary.3

By the late 1800s, as anesthesia became common practice and disease was linked to the spread of
germs, both physicians and surgeons required more rigorous and practical training. The Royal
College of Physicians and the Royal College of Surgeons began holding joint exams in the 1880s,
creating the qualification “M.R.C.S. L.R.C.P.” (Member of the Royal College of Surgeons and
Licentiate by the Royal College of Physicians) and carried the distinction of “general
practitioner.”4

1 Daniel Pool, What Jane Austen Ate and Charles Dickens Knew (New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc ., 1993), 250.
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_College_of_Surgeons_of_England
3 Sally Mitchell, Daily Life in Victorian England (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1996), 196.
4 https://www.rcseng.ac.uk/about/history-of-the-college
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Holmes’ good friend, schooled in both medicine and surgery, missed this
new designation by only a few years. Regardless, as a physician with a
university degree, Watson represents Holmes’ social equal, but as a surgeon,
he is not above rolling up his sleeves to examine a patient or collect evidence
for a case. This dual training makes him the perfect partner for his colleague
and friend.
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Getting Around in Victorian England

In “The Adventure of The Three Garridebs,” the term
“buckboards” tips Sherlock Holmes off that an
advertisement purportedly from an English firm was
actually written by an American. While the forms of
transportation were quite varied in Victorian England,
“buckboards,” at least by that term, were not
common.

The options for transporting goods and people
changed greatly from the beginning to the end of the
19th century. As road surfaces improved in the early
1800s, long-distance travel depended primarily on

coaches. These large, enclosed vehicles carried paying passengers along set routes. Pulled by two
horses, the weight was great enough to require them to change horses about every ten miles
(usually an inn was attached to these designated stops) and the ride was long, uncomfortable and
expensive. The wealthy, however, would have gone by private coach and change horses at similar
stops along the route as well.

Coaches were replaced by railways beginning in the 1840s. Besides being much less expensive,
the ride was more comfortable and faster. Gentry would ride first class, their servants and
tradespeople in second, and the rest in third. Over time, the sometimes roofless third class was
upgraded, and second class coaches were eliminated.1

Even with the expansion of the rail system, the horse remained the
mainstay of nineteenth century travel. Whether pulling omnibuses
(twelve-passenger public coaches) in the cities or carriages in the
country, they kept the nation on the move. At the same time, they
were expensive. Only about 100,000 of the 18 million living in
England in 1848 had their own horses. In the country, different
horses would have been kept for work, carriages, or hunting, and
ponies and donkeys might pull a smaller, lighter wagon, such as a
dog or donkey cart, for shorter visits or hunting. In the city, most
would have stabled their animals at a livery because of the care
required. The majority of city dwellers, however, would have opted
for renting a horse from such stables—even if they had their own
carriage.2

The type of carriage owned was a simple social class marker. Closed carriages held the highest
status, and with a coat of arms on the side, commanded the right of way on the road. Those pulled

1 Sally Mitchell, Daily Life in Victorian England (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1996), 72-73.
2 Daniel Pool, What Jane Austen Ate and Charles Dickens Knew (New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc ., 1993), 142-
143.
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by four horses were more prestigious than two, and one horse indicated someone from the lower
middle class.3

For those without horses or carriages and living in the city, the hansom cab was the go-to vehicle
for private travel. Because the driver rode behind the passengers, an unmarried woman riding in
one with a non-relative of the opposite sex could easily ruin her reputation. The privacy afforded
the occupants permitted an unseen kiss or two.4

The subtleties of the choice of transportation described in Victorian writings might be lost on the
modern reader, but for the nineteenth century English person, and especially for the trained
observer such as Sherlock Holmes, they provided a great deal of information about its occupants.
Thus, even before a person knocked on the door of 221B, their mode of arrival said much about
who would soon be ascending the stairs.

3 Daniel Pool, What Jane Austen Ate and Charles Dickens Knew (New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc ., 1993), 146.
4 Steven Doyle and David Crowder, Sherlock Holmes for Dummies (Hoboken, NJ: Wiley Publishing, 2010), 79.
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The Origins of Scotland Yard

From the first Sherlock Holmes mystery, A Study in Scarlet, Scotland Yard plays a prominent role. By the
time Dr. Watson takes up residence with Holmes, the consulting detective is already known to the
inspectors and is shortly called out on a murder case because, as Inspector Gregson admits, “It’s a queer
case…, and I knew your taste for such things.” 1

For many around the world, the name “Scotland Yard” is synonymous with the whole of British law
enforcement. Despite having a more limited scope, the force that once occupied a house in front of Great
Scotland Yard represented a major step forward in the professionalization of London’s police force.

In 1748 Henry Fielding, a Justice of the Peace in Bow Street, hired six honest, retired parish constables
and created the “Bow Street Runners” to investigate crimes and arrest suspects.2 This salaried detective
force was the first of its kind and remains as one of his major accomplishments. The Bow Street Runners
were considered so effective, Parliament established seven additional police offices based on Fielding’s
model in 1792.

The police system, however, remained quite fragmented until the Act of 1829
consolidated a number of different patrols and forces into a single Metropolitan
Police Force for the London area outside the City itself. Robert Peel oversaw the
organization of the new entity along with two other commissioners.3 The officers
came to be known as “Bobbies” or “Peelers” (from the commissioner’s name), and
their offices were housed at 4 Whitehall Place. The public entrance for the station
was actually in the back and opened onto an area called the “Great Scotland Yard.”
Over time, the area and the detective force became synonymous, and even when
the force moved out of the building, the name followed them to “New Scotland
Yard.”4

The “Scotland” of “Scotland Yard” appears to have its origins prior to the 1500s when an English King
provided land to a Scottish King to build lodgings for use when visiting London. “Hostilities” between
the two prevented any construction, but the land was used as an encampment by Scottish contingencies
until the two countries were united under the British monarchy.5 The street running to the side of this yard
came to be known as “Great Scotland Yard,” and was attached to the police force three hundred years
later.6

While “Scotland Yard” elicits any number of images, from the sometimes contentious relationship
between its detectives and Sherlock Holmes to a modern and efficient police force, it played a pivotal role

1 Arthur Conan Doyle, The Complete Sherlock Holmes (London: Simon & Schuster UK Ltd., 2012), Kindle
Location 734.
2 J.J. Tobias, Crime and Police in England, 1700-1900. (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1979), 44.
3 Ibid, page 79
4 Ibid page 82
5 http://www.british-history.ac.uk/survey-london/vol16/pt1/pp194-196
6 http://www.historybytheyard.co.uk/scotland_yard.htm
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in British efforts to protect its businesses and citizens. Inspectors Gregson and Lestrade and another
nineteen detectives who appeared in the Sherlock Holmes series7 can all be proud of that heritage.

7 Steven Doyle and David Crowder, Sherlock Holmes for Dummies. (Hoboken, NJ: Wiley Publishing), 107.
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The River Thames 

 
 

In The Sign of Four, Sherlock Holmes and 

Dr. Watson pursue a murder suspect down 

the Thames in a “mad, flying man-hunt.”
1
 

By the late 1800s, the time of this story, the 

river had become a much swifter and 

allowed for such a high-speed chase.
2
 

 

Nineteenth century MP John Burns 

described the River Thames as “liquid 

history,” with settlements along its banks going back to Neolithic times.
3
 The name itself is 

believed to be the Latin derivation Tamesis of its Celtic name Tamesas, meaning dark.
4
 At 215 

miles, it runs from Cotswold, beginning as a small stream, through London, and into the North 

Sea.
5
 

 

To facilitate commercial traffic, the river has more than forty locks that raise or lower boats 

along the way. Some of these locks date back more than 400 years and are still operated by hand. 

In the late 1700s various canals were constructed to create trade routes to and from London, 

enriching the towns along the river as barges carried coal, wool, grain, and timber to London and 

other goods back to the countryside until the latter 1800s when railroads took over.
6
 

 

Prior to the 1800s, the Thames would sometimes freeze, and Londoners could enjoy drinking and 

dancing on the ice at Frost Fairs. While the river had always been a dumping ground for the 

city’s waste, the introduction of indoor plumbing increased the effluent into the river. It became 

so polluted in 1858 that Parliament was suspended because of the stench. Sir Joseph Bazalgette 

designed a sewer system that carried the waste further down the river and introduced a filtration 

system. Embankments were also created to speed the river and carry off more mud.
 7

 As a result 

of the swifter river flow, the Thames no longer freezes and the last Frost Fair occurred in 1814. 

 

The Victorians also dredged the river to increase its navigability and found numerous artifacts in 

the process. Modern day “Mudlarks” continue to forage the river for bits of history still buried in 

the mud along the Thames, dating back centuries. Many of these items can be found in displays 

at various London museums, including the Museum of London and the British museum.
8
 

 

                                                      
1 Arthur Conan Doyle, The Complete Sherlock Holmes (London: Simon & Schuster UK Ltd., 2012), Kindle 

Location 3750.   
2
 http://www.lbhf.gov.uk/external/la21/articles/stink.htm 

3
 http://www.riverthames.co.uk/cms/shared/display.php?path=3274#ice 

4
 http://www.pla.co.uk/News/Thames-history 

5
 http://www.visitthames.co.uk/about-the-river 

6
 http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/the-long-and-winding-history-of-the-thames-139049496/?all 

7
 http://www.bbc.co.uk/london/content/articles/2009/03/17/river_thames_facts_feature.shtml 

8
 http://www.archaeology.co.uk/articles/features/liquid-history-excavating-londons-great-river-the-thames.htm 

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/the-long-and-winding-history-of-the-thames-139049496/?all
http://www.bbc.co.uk/london/content/articles/2009/03/17/river_thames_facts_feature.shtml
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While the river’s speed would be familiar to Holmes and Watson, the water’s cleanliness would 

be a great surprise to them. The “dead river” of Victorian times is now home to 125 species of 

fish, including salmon and sea trout, and otters have returned.
9
 Thanks to such ecological efforts 

England’s “liquid history” continues to flow with a much brighter future ahead.  

                                                      
9
 http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/the-long-and-winding-history-of-the-thames-139049496/?all 
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Victorian Apiculture 
 

In the adventure, “His Last Bow,” Sherlock presents Watson with a copy of his book Practical 

Handbook of Bee Culture, with Some Observations upon the Segregation of the Queen, based on 

the study of his own hives.
1
 

 

Doyle’s description of Holmes’ retirement involving an 

exploration of beekeeping reflected a true movement 

occurring in Britain during the latter half of the nineteenth 

century. Beekeeping, a cottage industry dating back centuries, 

began to shift toward a more commercial effort as scientific 

research increased hive efficiency and production.
2
 Until the 

1800s, little change occurred in beekeeping from ancient 

times other than where bees were kept. Spanish cave 

drawings depicted people harvesting honey from natural hives more than 8000 years ago. At 

some later point, these natural hives, found places such as hollow logs, were moved (with great 

difficulty) to wicker beehives called skeps
3
. Because the skeps, basically upside-down baskets, 

offered no way to retrieve the honey except to turn the hive over and extract both it and the comb 

with the risk of a dangerous number of beestings, cottage beekeepers would place the skep over 

burning sulfur to kill the bees before cleaning out the then-dead hive. 

 

This practice of killing the hive provided a major impetus for the scientific study and approach to 

beekeeping: to find a way to harvest honey without destroying the hive. The first major 

breakthrough was the movable frame hive developed by the Reverend L. Langstroth. While his 

was not the first design involving structures to manipulate comb construction, his use of 

scientific observation and experimentation created the most effective model and still provides the 

basis for about 70% of current hive designs.
4
 Instead of allowing bees to simply build the combs 

by attaching them to the skep’s side without any organization, Langstroth’s design involved 

hanging frames from the top of a box-shaped structure leaving a scientifically-determined 

distance between the frames and the box’s top. Langstroth had experimented with the spacing to 

discover how far apart the frames had to be to ensure the bees did not connect the comb of one 

frame to that of another or to glue the lid to the box.
5
 

 

Another addition to the Langstroth hive, and of particular interest to Mr. Holmes, was the queen 

excluder. Despite the ability to remove the frames and harvest the honey and beeswax as it was 

produced, beekeepers noted only enough honey was manufactured as needed to sustain the hive. 

Segregating the queen to only one section, however, caused the rest of the hive to create more 

                                                      
1 Doyle, Arthur Conan; Ryan, Robert (2012-12-13). The Complete Sherlock Holmes (Kindle Location 27782).  . 

Kindle Edition. 
2
 Ebert, Adam Wayne, "Hive society: the popularization of science and beekeeping in the British Isles, 1609 -1913" 

(2009). Graduate Theses and Dissertations. Paper 10587. 

(http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1611&context=etd) 
3
 http://beeswales.co.uk/en-GB/History-of-beekeeping 

4
 http://beeswales.co.uk/en-GB/History-of-beekeeping 

5
 Ebert, Adam Wayne, "Hive society: the popularization of science and beekeeping in the British Isles, 1609 -1913" 

(2009). Graduate Theses and Dissertations. Paper 10587, pages 77-78. 
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honey than required for the bee population.
6
 This separation was accomplished by putting a 

screen over the “brood comb” where the queen laid the eggs. The barrier’s holes were large 

enough to allow worker bees to pass, but too small for the larger queen.
7
 

 

As a result of these changes, honey production was increased, 

hives could be preserved from one year to the next, and hives 

could more easily be transported to different fields for pollination. 

The advent of World War I, however, derailed the scientific 

advancement of beekeeping. Although a number of beekeeping 

associations and other related groups had made major inroads 

toward modernizing the rural cottagers, between a third to a half of 

the beekeepers still used the straw skeps, sometimes mixing them with the moveable frame hives 

in the same area.
8
 The more humane treatment of the bees remained to be resolved until a later 

date. 

 

In his retirement, Sherlock Holmes joined a great number of merchants, clergymen, and health 

and law professionals involved in the scientific advancement of British apiculture as they 

transformed a cottage industry to a more humane and scientifically-based practice. Even in his 

third age, Holmes continued to contribute to the larger good.

                                                      
6
 Naturalizing Power: Essays in Feminist Cultural Analysis, page 124 

7
 The Bear Guarding the Beehive, page 11 

8
 Ebert, Adam Wayne, "Hive society: the popularization of science and beekeeping in the British Isles, 1609 -1913" 

(2009). Graduate Theses and Dissertations. Paper 10587, Page 220 
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A Brief History of Westminster Palace 
 

In “The Disappearance of Lady Frances Carfax,” Watson mentions having to pass the Houses of 

Parliament and over Westminster Bridge on their way to No. 36, Poultney Square, Brixton
1
 The 

name of the bridge is not arbitrary, for the Houses of 

Parliament are actually housed in the Palace of 

Westminster and both are named for Westminster 

Abbey and the city of Westminster in central London.
2
 

 

The palace itself spans more than 900 years, from its 

Anglo-Saxon origins to the present day. It is thought 

the area once was also a location for a Roman temple 

that was destroyed in an earthquake, but it was the 

Saxon church dedicated to St. Peter that gave the area the name “West Minster” for “West 

Monastery.” (A church name for St. Paul located in east London became East Minster). When 

the church became a Benedictine Abbey, royal interest in the area grew and Danish King Cnut 

(Canute) initiated construction of a palace on the site, and it became the primary royal residence 

until a fire destroyed a large portion of it in 1512.
3
 

 

Following the fire, the palace became the permanent home for Parliament, which had followed 

the King and met wherever he was residing when not in Westminster.
4
 Parliament is divided into 

an “upper” and “lower” house, the House of Lords and the House of Commons. Those from the 

nobility and the senior clergy populate the House of Lords, while the House of Commons is 

composed of knights, burgesses, and others outside the nobility.  

 

The architecture of the Commons chamber, occupied by the House of Commons since 1547, is 

credited in part with creating the two-party system (government vs. opposition) still in operation 

today. The chamber had previously been a chapel and when the members of parliament (MPs) 

moved in, they found the choir stalls located on either side and screen at one end of the chapel 

still in place. Having to face one another across the chapel’s aisle allowed the MPs to take sides 

and use the screen for voting, those in favor passing to the right and those opposed to the left. In 

addition, an altar with crucifix was still there, and the MPs bowed in that direction when they 

entered or exited, a practice they continue to do even in the present day.
5
 

                                                      
1
 Doyle, Arthur Conan; Ryan, Robert (2012-12-13). The Complete Sherlock Holmes (Kindle Location 27132). 

Kindle Edition. 
2
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palace_of_Westminster 

3
 http://www.parliament.uk/about/living-heritage/building/palace/estatehistory/the-middle-ages/anglosaxon-royal-

palace/ 
4
 http://www.parliament.uk/about/living-heritage/building/palace/estatehistory/the-middle-ages/palace-normans/ 

5
 http://www.parliament.uk/about/living-heritage/building/palace/estatehistory/reformation-1834/shaping-the-

commons 
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Bombing during World War II destroyed the House of Commons, but it reopened in 

1950. Building renovations/repairs occurred piecemeal in the ensuing years until 

2012 when Parliament commissioned a study to determine the need for a 

comprehensive renovation. The study’s final report noted major issues that needed 

to be addressed, and the government is developing a final program later this year for 

funding, with completion scheduled for 2020/2021.
6
 Repairs on Big Ben and the 

Elizabeth Tower that houses the famous clock alone are estimated at $62 million.
7
  

 

Without such efforts, however, the chimes that allowed Watson to accurately 

monitor his and Sherlock’s effort to travel from Baker Street to Brixton in time to 

save Lady Carfax
8
 may become silent. 

 

                                                      
6
 http://www.restorationandrenewal.parliament.uk/timeline.html 

7
 http://www.cnbc.com/2015/10/19/londons-big-ben-set-to-ring-up -a-62-million-repair-bill.html 

8
 Doyle, Arthur Conan; Ryan, Robert (2012-12-13). The Complete Sherlock Holmes (Kindle Location 27233). 

Kindle Edition. 

 



 

 

Practicing Law in Victorian England 

 
 

In A Study in Scarlet, Watson notes that Sherlock Holmes “has a 

good practical knowledge of British law.”
1
 Given his country squire 

ancestry
2
, a legal background would not have been out of the 

question for the detective. Country squires served as justices of the 

peace, adjudicating various crimes committed within their 

jurisdiction, and such a background would have provided Holmes an 

opportunity to observe the legal process while growing up. 

 

Actually becoming a lawyer, however, would have required a great deal of study and training. 

The British legal profession was, and is, divided into two different groups: those who are able to 

argue cases in court, primarily barristers, but also sarjeants and advocates; and solicitors, also 

referred to as attorneys. These two groups were highly divided with respect to social status, 

practice, and education.   

 

Barristers held the higher status, argued cases in common-

law courts, and gained their education either at the “Inns of 

Court” (one of four Inns who determined those who could be 

“called to the bar” and allowed to present cases in court), at 

the University College in London in 1826, or Oxford or 

Cambridge law schools established in the 1850s. Once their 

education was completed, they were then required to dine at 

one of the Inns several times a year, and if the older members approved, would be “called to the 

bar.” These men were not allowed to form partnerships, but could share chambers.
3
 

 

An individual never hired a barrister directly. They would contact a solicitor who served as a go-

between, selecting the barrister who would argue the case based on the materials collected and 

prepared by the solicitor. Most towns had at least one solicitor, who was often connected with 

the area’s prominent families and served a number of functions, 

including clerk of the peace during the justices’ of the peace 

quarterly court sessions. Because their training involved a five-year 

apprenticeship (three, if they attended one of the law schools 

mentioned above), these professionals were considered less 

prestigious than barristers. They did, however, have the advantage of 

forming partnerships.
4
 

                                                 
1
 Doyle, Arthur Conan (2012-12-13). The Complete Sherlock Holmes: with an introduction from Robert Ryan 

(Kindle Location 557). Simon & Schuster UK. Kindle Edition. 
2
 Doyle, Arthur Conan (2012-12-13). The Complete Sherlock Holmes: with an introduction from Robert Ryan 

(Kindle Location 18057). Simon & Schuster UK. Kindle Edition. 
3
 Mitchell, Sally, 1988. Victorian Britain: An Encyclopedia (Garland Reference Library of Social Science, vol. 438). 

Garland Publishing, Inc., page 444. 
4
 Ibid, page 445. 
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In “The Adventure of the Five Orange Pips,” Watson reiterates the characterization of his 

roommate as a “lawyer.”
5
 While no indication exists that the detective ever completed the formal 

training to actually use the title, he did maintain his legal knowledge in his “brain attic,” a 

necessary tool for identifying whether a crime had occurred as well as who perpetrated it. 

 

                                                 
5
 Doyle, Arthur Conan (2012-12-13). The Complete Sherlock Holmes: with an introduction from Robert Ryan 

(Kindle Locations 11961-11964). Simon & Schuster UK. Kindle Edition. 
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